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Starting with a steel frame designed specifically for artificially coating boxes. We can dress over the frame with UV protected Boxwood-style foliage matting. Each small piece has a shape to fit each bend and plunge into the frame of the sculpture. As many as 10,000 cable ties for a three meter tall elephant are used to sew covering over
the frame neatly as an Italian suit considering. We are proud to make the most neat and strong artificial topiaries possible. Use steel frames for durability and durability. Others use polystyrene blocks to cut out the molds and pin fake plant material on it. Steel frames are much better and stronger. We work angles and edges with a similar
cable tie technique. Unlike polystyrene. This makes the edges clear to look at and very strong. Turning on a few strokes without damaging anything. The Topiary Potato Man was about 5 meters high and so we used the scaffold tower to get to the high points and made the hands removable. A piece of this size can take months to make.
We also use artificial flowers on some items as florists use dried flowers or flower heads. This allows us to get contrast in colors and textures if necessary. for example, mane for lion in herbs or white flowers for wings and body of a swan, etc. There is nothing impossible, and as an example we are just starting on a full-size Porsche 911
GT3 RS sports car in an artificial topiary. The classic topiary is made using trees and shrubs. Generally Yew and Boxwood are in this country. Other plants can be used as Ilex Crenata, Lonicera, Ligustrum, and Cotoneaster, but Box gives the best long-term finish. It grows by about 10-15 cm per year, which means you only need to clip it
once a year. The best time for the clip is in mid-June. He has made the most of it growing by then and will look sharp and well-groomed for the rest of the year. Yew is better for larger items as it grows around 20-25 cm per year. As a box it can be trimmed hard and will not die. The trunk of the Yew tree will only shoot new shoots if left
alone. Yew can be shortened at any time of year, but at the end of the year it's good. Avoid frosty weather Don't turn off because you only have other plant species, such as Privet. Photos of Privet hedge topiary are shown here. Show how versatile it can be. Down falls with Privet are that it is semi deciduous and tend to lose a lot of leaves
in winter. It also has a habit of only growing at the top of the plant. This can leave the bottom of your topiary looking like a bare boxwood urn in the fern bed pictured, have been launched using a basic topiary frame. Once the plant filled the frame. I deleted it. They are trimmed with an eye and a hand every year. Always, starting with all
around before clipping the top and forming a rim. The Pom-Pum Tower in the middle of the bed was started as a single ball with a bamboo stick in the center to tie one leader. Allowing the central leader to rise for a few interchanges over the ball before starting on the second second Stripping away any shoots that should be close to the
bottom of the ball. Spirals are created, first clipping the shape of an egg or cone at the height you need to spiral to finish. The more well-groomed and dense the egg or cone, the better. Then using a strand of wool is best. I will tie the wool to the low branch of your plant. Keep the first revolution low in the factory lightly put the wool on a
spiral to the tip. Not making the first revolution low will waste a lot of your plant and you get a chunky bit at the beginning of your spiral. The wool is good because it seems to grip foliage better than a piece of string. Go back and look. Adjust the wool to make a uniform line-up plant. Then lightly trim into the plant along the line of the string.
Don't cut under the string. You get to the point with the clipping that if you go on you will lose most of the foliage in places. It's time to stay for a year. Next year you will see only what needs pruning. Maybe cutting out a few branches and foliage to get a deeper incision and allowing gaps in the foliage to fill from the side. Move the twigs
with your finger before you cut it. Will allow you to judge if it is better without a branch or with it. The ice cream spiral in the photo was taken with 4 rows coming up the dense Yew tree and 4 cutting lines. Basic geometric shapes such as cones. Can be formed using the cans as the guides are connected to each other at the top of the plant.
Then the clip on the proms. You will find that once you have some form in your factory. It will be easier to shape each year. Basic geometric shapes such as cones. Can be formed using the cans as the guides are connected to each other at the top of the plant. Then the clip on the proms. You will find that once you have some form in your
factory. It will be easier to shape each year. When the shape of the ball is cut off. It is worth remembering that it grows sideways twice as much as it grows up. Always start by clipping the sides as you create a cylinder before rounding the top to make the top of the ball. Then slightly trim the bottom to make it look like it sits on the ground.
If you ignore this routine. You ball can turn out to be like a flattened or squashed ball. When creating formal hedges. It makes sense to use a line line. Sometimes we use a laser level to set a string on vertical rods/kan. The level always looks right. Even if the ground is sloping. If you use a string like a (bayer) twine. it often forgives if you
catch it with a hedge cutter. Only partially cutting the twine tread. Pictured, the puppy and the ball were cut with their free hand. Yew's ball was already there. The Yew tree behind was a un form mess. The inspiration came from the ball. I sat eating my lunch in the client's garden, looking at the tree. The vision just came to me. I saw that I
could form a tree to a sitting dog. That's very good. existing ball. This part develops a bit each year and now looks like a terrier rather than a puppy. Crocodiles were made with the help of frames. Landing 8-10 8-10 Root plants are boxy in the legs and body. Reduce to a frame until a dense plant is reached. Fast and easy to use. Unicorns
Are Topiary frames with 3 bare root Yews planted in the legs and tail. It was easier to go from scratch up the tail than to try to train the tail to grow downwards. Trim to the frame and bind the leading shoots at the bottom of each part of the frame. as the shoots try to grow up to fill over the trained branch. These types of topiaries can be
done with a lot of carpet bedding and alpine style plants covering the item to make different colors and textures. Starting with a topiary frame, which we make specifics for this kind of topiary. On large products the weight of growing medium water and plants can be enormous. Keeping them moist throughout is very important, as opposed
to growing in a pot. Soil or a growing environment can easily drain and evaporate. To a lot of water will give you a raw mess at the base of your topiary. We install irrigation pipes and drips on large objects to help stabilize moisture. Making a Peacock topiaryLine frame with pre-soaked moss. It may be a common lawn moss rake, but at this
point, Commercial Sphagnum Moss was used. Everything will grow in moss and this replaces compost in some areas. The force of moss in any small space in the frame, such as the face and legs. Then line up the lower part of the body halfway up. Use a semi permeable membrane that lets in water. generously line moss with him. Add
compact compost as well. At this stage we also added a pair of fuchsia corks on the tail. Wrap the compost of a filled body with a membrane. Cut off the excess membrane. Place more moss over the membrane to cover. Poke moss in and around any visible frame. It will look shaggy and not very neat at the moment. With a light logging
line. 6 pounds is good and will be invisible. Connect all over the moss many times and close enough to each other. You will see that the moss squeezes back into the shape of the item very well. Line when pulled tight. He wants to lock in moss. With a knife, if you hold on to the timber lines. Poke holes one at a time and plant either a fork
or a cutting plant in each hole. At this point we used pieces of the Golden Pearlwort. We also used Leptinella Platts Black on others, which I highly recommend. It has a bronze color and a feather-like foliage. Train and tie Fuchsia to the tail of the frame. Keep it wet. It was a problem. We had 10 weeks to create a family of living topiary
elephants for one from the elephant charity Summer Event. The choice of live plants was limited, as growing plants on elephants was not a viable option. It also took 6 weeks or more to make the goal built by Topiary frames. We we have made footage of Tusker, women and child and they and all the materials needed taken to the scene
of the event Petersham UK.my team and I then lined up inside the grass turf and capillary matting as support grass grass At this point, we also added a pipe irrigation system over them. Because the elephants were so bulky and the elephants didn't have to last longer than in the summer. We relied on hydroponics irrigation to feed and
keep the elephants Moist.We had a packing machine that blew up small air bags. This made filling in bulk easier. Lining the frames and back filling the piece at the time until they have been completed. They looked absolutely stunning all summer and were noticed by many. They are presented in books, commercial products, advertising
and even on T-shirts, etc. around the world. When we took them apart. They were not circumcised all summer and looked like woolly mammoths. I wish I could keep that picture. We start with a steel frame, which is specific to adopt different styles of weaving. The gardener in the photo. You need to have a contrast in the weave to make
boots and jackets to stand out from pants and hands etc. We use fresh green willow, which is grown locally as whips and harvested as we need it. She's very flexible. Willow is woven over the frames and locked at the end to avoid her springs being undone. We weave as many willows into the frames as possible to give a tight and hard
coating. Soaking willow with wood canned food and varnish makes them the last for years. Willow Letters pictured were made as the company's logo. They were made using steel frames in the choice of font by customers. Then we covered them with a wire-galvanized fence. This allows us to create a random plexus effect throughout the
element. One of the advantages of willow or braided on steel frames is that solid fixation points can be welded into a frame, making them very strong. Other weaving techniques include a military horse under construction, pictured. With willow gossip all in the same direction. Direction. how to make a topiary frame. how to plant a topiary
frame. how to use a topiary frame. how to fill a topiary frame. how to stuff a topiary frame. how to build a topiary frame. how to fill a topiary frame with moss. how to start a topiary frame
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